How? Clubs do demonstrations and action exhibits in a booth and also by performing on the stage.

Who can go? Clubs and individual members as of January 1st, 2010 (can stay overnight) 5-8 (can come up for the day with parents).

When? We leave Thursday September 27th and come back Saturday September 29th.

Interested? Call Kristy Horan (874-2959) or kstone@uri.edu to register by August 20th.

A Great Experience!
THE BIG E

New England Center

Field & Streamers 4-H Club in front of the 4-H Dorm at the Big E!

Cantering Colts 4-H Club demonstrating Horse Knowledge in the pods!

4-Hers can participate as individuals, with their club, or with another club. Cloverbud members can come up for the day to participate. Most public presentations are easily adapted to a pod demonstration or the stage!

THE SCHEDULE IS SET UP SO YOU HAVE PLENTY OF TIME TO ENJOY AND SEE THE FAIR!

Rhode Island 4-Hers marching in the Big E parade!
Some Basics of Action exhibits at the BIG E.
1) Hang a club banner and a poster with your project title behind the exhibitors.
2) Set out only the supplies for the project one shift at a time.
3) Ask the fairgoers if they would like to learn about your project and start demonstrating.
4) Remember to talk about yourself and what you do in your club!

The 4-H Stage: puppet shows, skits, interactive games with the crowd, speeches, music and singing are all great on the stage. Contact Kristy ahead of time to sign up for a stage act.

Blueberry Patchers in front of the Dorm.